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tend to be remembered and, when neglected, can return
to haunt those who make them.
In Obama’s case, following the failed Bush and
Clinton administrations, his promises came at a time, and
with a message, that encouraged Americans to believe
him and his stated commitment to open, accountable and
ethical government, but all too soon after making his
promises of hope and change, it began to be apparent
that some tawdry aspects of political power and control
would remain the same.
Our process of campaigning, elections,
legislation, funding and then administration starts with
rhetoric and, after passing through the various filters of
our government procedure, ends in laws or regulations
that are administered at the public level. The degree
of openness by which the public is allowed to view the
various steps in this usually lengthy and complicated
process is determined in matters of government by the
President and the Congress; and in the public realm

To fully understand the nature of the broad
Republican sweep of November’s congressional,
gubernatorial and state legislature elections we must
understand that voter discontent and its focus on the
President had been growing since his reelection in 2012
and even before.
Some of this dissatisfaction resulted from the
long running ideological conflicts that have so deeply
divided our country, our two main political parties
and our government in recent years. But in addition
to ideology there were more mundane, more practical
reasons for the electorate’s shift to the GOP. Voters
tend to have long memories about some things and short
ones about others, and their response is often neither
consistent nor predictable.
We must go back to Pres. Obama’s first election
when he promised the American people a transparent and
energetic administration that would rid government of
many of its self-inflicted wounds. In politics, promises
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mostly by our main stream media (MSM). We
say “mostly” because the MSM is far less
independent than it has been in the past and
now shares economic and ideological ties
with our political structure.
For the most part, the rhetoric
of the campaign trail is as non-specific as
possible, its soaring ideological flights
unencumbered by the realities of election
and then staffing and managing the multiple
offices and agencies required to administer
the laws that have been legislated and to
keep the promises that were made.
It is in this gap between his promises
and performance, between government as
promised and government in operation,
where the Obama presidency has most
seriously failed. It was not a matter of one
failure, but of many instances forming a
pattern of incompetency nourished by each
succeeding failure.
At first, this pattern was barely
discernible, but it grew and, lacking
transparency or accountability, was
confirmed. Even after the usual resort to
official denials, the Obama administration
found itself burdened with a record of
administrative failures that questioned
whether it could meet the standards of
competence expected by the nation’s voters.
Whatever your opinion of Obama, his
fall from his first election’s popularity to
his present level reveals such a persistent
squandering of voter favor that it is
unlikely to be regained while he remains in
office. There are too many unaccountable
failures, unkept promises, constitutional
conflicts and weak efforts; and two years
is not enough time in which to write a new
record to replace what has gone before.
*

*

*

Incompetency reveals itself in
different ways — in situations which we
initiate and by those to which we respond.
Either way, it can only make a bad, or a good,
circumstance worse. The Obama model
played no favorites; at home or abroad,
it could miss the mark and by a stunning
margin.
An early and almost incredible
example was a program entitled Fast &
Furious conducted by our Dept. of Justice
(DOJ) under Attorney General (AG) Eric
Holder in which non-military American guns
(pistols, rifles, shotguns, etc.) were sent
to Mexico for distribution to drug cartels
that DOJ hoped to identify and track by
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their use. Sadly, this program resulted in
the death of an American agent; extensive
publicity; denial and then admission of
complicity by DOJ; Congressional hearings;
and finally the invocation of executive
privilege by the White House and DOJ to
maintain the secrecy of key documents.
Another example was the special
treatment afforded tax deductibility
status requests to the IRS by politically
conservative groups. The first response
was denial; then down-playing; then the
department head taking the Fifth Amendment
in response to all questions posed in
Congressional hearings; resignation of
the IRS Director; and finally, as further
information was sought, the explanation
that all the computers of those involved
had “crashed” simultaneously.
There was the loss of half a billion
dollars invested in the Solyndra project
in CA under the supervision and with the
approval of then Secretary of Energy
Steven Chu.
And more recently, we witnessed
the launch of the Obama health care
program. No matter what the Affordable
Care Act (a/k/a ACA, Obamacare) may
produce in the way of results for patients,
doctors, insurers, hospitals, etc, its
initiation and attempted roll-out was a
human and technological debacle of the
first order that required the hiring of
emergency personnel at the cost of many
millions of dollars to get it right. Given
the amount of time and the extensive human
and technological resources available to
the government through the Dept. of Health
& Human Welfare and other agencies, the
incompetence of those engaged in the ACA
launch was extraordinary.
And then there’s the Veterans’
Administration (VA) which seems to have
established its own scale of incompetence
with notable failures of its standards
in the Clinton, Bush and, now, Obama
administrations.
The VA is unique in many ways,
one of which is that it is home to three
very distinct and determined cultures —
medical, military and managerial — with
their own long standing attitudes and
techniques. Usually headed by a political
appointee, the VA has not received from
Congress the careful attention it deserves.
Indeed, it has often been the target of
budget cuts when Congress has been
called to reduce expenditures. But it is
a significant element in our bureaucracy
with legitimate claims on its expanded
assets, personnel and service capability, as

our numerous wars return their mentally and physically
wounded troops for treatment.
There can be no real argument with the need
for, or the purpose of, the VA, but somehow over time
it developed and maintained a corrupt, authoritarian
structure that persisted in actions antithetical to its
veterans’ health and well being. When the bright light
of public and media scrutiny called attention to the VA, it
was met by speeches, promises, inquiries, photo-ops and
occasional replacements of someone designated to “take
the fall”. But within the VA, its institutional model was
always able to revert to “business as usual”.
The most recent VA upheaval last year brought
forth claims that VA personnel had delayed or withheld
medical treatment/appointments from vets in order to
improve their own service/personnel and compensation
records. It was even claimed that this practice resulted
in a few deaths.
Public outrage was immediate and justified, and
VA Director General Shinseki was allowed to resign
and was replaced by Robert McDonald, formerly CEO
of global consumer products marketer Procter and
Gamble. While government efforts to bring forth a full
and fair report continue, McDonald has announced that
he has taken action and marked for elimination, about a
thousand employees subject to the federal regulations
that cover them.1
McDonald’s willingness to embrace accountability could be a DC game changer that might even
spread to other parts of our capital’s #1 industry — its
bureaucracy. But don’t bet on it.
*

*

*

Incompetency appears not only in situations of
our own intent and action, but also those delivered to us
by other parties or interests to which we must respond.
Sometimes unexpected and often contradictory, these
circumstances lie at the heart of many of our foreign
relations problems.
Incompetence is second to none in its ability to
start with a minor event or attitude and then be magnified
by political or personal opposition with full media
attention to a national, or sometimes international,
crisis level. In this process control of facts and
consequences can quickly pass from governments and/
or political parties to the realm of public opinion; and
any suggestion of information being suppressed or
of conflicting versions of events becomes an instant
accelerator.
There has been no shortage of accusations of
incompetence of this type in the Obama administrations.
The early indications of political change in Libya and
Egypt, prematurely labeled “the Arab spring”, have
faltered and reverted to the tribal/religious power
struggles that seem unable to tolerate even modest
efforts towards central, representative government.
The geography of North Africa has been a
dominant factor in its life for centuries. Population,
war, commerce and transportation survived the rule of
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early empires along its slim Mediterranean coastal strip,
but the roots of the region’s three largest countries —
Algeria, Libya and Egypt — extended far to the South in
the Sahara Desert.
In Libya, having dislodged the Ghaddafi regime
with air power and with no effective government to
take its place, what results today is a battleground for
competing militias, some armed and joined by Al Qaeda
forces.
The failure of the “Arab spring” in Libya cannot
be ascribed to incompetence, but rather to our having a
policy with a stated goal of replacing government, but
not the means to accomplish it. Once our air power was
gone and we became bystanders, the old ways returned.
Libya, however, was the source of one of the
Obama administration’s most serious and publicized
competency issues — that of the jihadist attack on our
consulate in Benghazi and the accompanying deaths of
Ambassador Stevens and some members of his security
staff. For many reasons, including the issuance of faulty
information and the possibility of a cover-up prior to
national elections, the Benghazi story gained immediate
attention and traction and is still, two years later, a
headline issue that has spawned multiple interviews,
comments and Congressional investigations and hearings.
Some key testimony by staff/security personnel
has not been made public because of political or security
concerns, but, as time passes, more emerges, and several
books offer considerable detail provided by on-scene
participants. One that is surprisingly full in its report
is 13 Hours in Benghazi2 based on interviews with our
diplomatic and military security officers.
Without access to all the information available
an accurate judgment of what part was played by
incompetence cannot be made, but it does seem that both
our Dept of State and our military misjudged the urgency
of the situation and could have, or should have, been able
to respond more quickly and forcefully. The competency
question is a legitimate one here. We cannot anticipate
every attack by hostile forces, but in instances when we
have security personnel in place they should be allowed
to act in ways consistent with their designated function.
Incompetency has been a legitimate charge in
other areas of our foreign relations. According to
New York Times investigative reporter James Risen,
“As much as $14 billion in cash was flown to Iraq by
the U.S. government — only to have much of it stolen.
Approximately $2 billion of the money was secretly
transported out of Iraq ... more than $1 billion of that
cash is now sitting in a bunker in Lebanon, beyond our
reach despite the fact that we have known about it for
years.” Risen adds that the CIA, the FBI, the Pentagon
and our Dept. of State have been informed of the money’s
theft and present location, but have made no effort in
either the Bush or Obama administrations to retrieve it;
and the Iraqi government of N. Al-Maliki has responded
similarly. Officials in Washington, and the Near East,
Risen concludes, now view this as something that should
be kept secret.3

In Iraq, as in Libya, we were unable to follow
our removal of Saddam Hussein with actions that would
have realized our stated political goals. Instead, we
permitted the installation and continuation of a Shiite
government that ignored the interests of Iraq’s Sunni
population.
In Syria, our political rhetoric stayed well
ahead of our minimal assistance to the anti-Hassad
forces as their resistance grew from demonstrations to
civil war in the course of which, when evidence of use of
poison gas surfaced, Pres. Obama drew his famous “red
line”. It soon was crossed, and without any response
from us opened the Syrian civil war to all who wished
to participate. Among the latter was the rising Islamic
State (IS) which Pres. Obama dismissed as a “junior
varsity” organization.
Here, there and everywhere, it seems, our
reputation and performance in matters of competency
have suffered.
*

*

will turn out to be unbearable. We fit the image of a man
with a coal sack on his back climbing a hill with someone
adding another lump of coal every few steps.
In our government, bureaucracy and incompetence
have become both sides of the same coin due to the way in
which the machinery of government has been put to use
by our elected politicians. That machinery runs like no
other with a self-generating momentum that defies any
real limitations or savings, as “reductions” are almost
always applied against anticipated increases rather than
prior expenses.
Every recent president, acting in response to
his perception of either external threats or voter
preference, has added people, agencies, departments,
functions, overhead, etc. to our bureaucratic structure.
For instance, Michael Shear of the NY Times reported that
ten days following his easing of immigration status for 5
million resident illegals Pres. Obama revealed that the
Citizenship and Immigration Services (CIS) agency would
open a new office in northern Virginia staffed with a
thousand new workers.
Shear cites a “likely cost of nearly $8 million
a year in lease payments and more than $40 million for
annual salaries”. History strongly suggests that this
overhead increase will not be terminated when the 5
million new arrivals have been processed, but rather it
will become another addition to our growing government
bureaucracy which, Shear indicates, now has 4.3 million
federal employees.

*

Competency is not to be confused with excellence.
It is of a much lower order in life and the scheme of
how things work. There are no exceptional awards
for competence comparable to the Nobel Prizes, the
MacArthur Awards, our Medal of Honor or Britain’s
Victoria Cross. In those areas of our society that offer
the greatest rewards of money and power we expect to
find competence and take it for granted.
Government is such an area, and because of the
extraordinary resources at its command we quite rightly
expect competency in return. And yet the conduct of our
government in recent years can support an argument
that incompetence is gaining ground.
One practical explanation is that, as the size,
reach and technology of government has expanded, the
knowledge, skills and people required for competency
have to be spread ever more thinly.
Incompetency is a work place element always
prepared to spread into the empty space left by laziness,
lack of skills/motivation/direction or responsible
leadership. It is a highly corrupt and contaminating
form of decay.
As a political issue it lacks the gut-punch power of
“jobs”, “growth”, “economic inequality”, “the American
dream”, “justice”, “racism” and others that mark our
contemporary campaign trails. It is a charge that can be
fairly leveled against both Democratic and Republican
administrations and, for ease of application, is usually
laid at the door of the Oval Office. Both parties invoke
it in the blink of eye and avoid any defense when charged
with it.
Our population, budget and bureaucracy
numbers have been accelerating for half a century,
following a line of excess, pausing briefly at the next
moment of conscience, and moving on again along the
path determined by our commercial, political, media and
military leaders.
The strain on our government and society imposed
by the costs of too much incompetency and bureaucracy

“The numbers and consequences of
our political commitment to bureaucratic
expansion are relentless.”
There are occasions when an entity can be
closed down and its activities terminated, but these
are rare and, even when they occur, some favored
staff, along with their compensation and duties, can
be transferred to other areas and/or projects with
civil service grades and retirement benefits intact. The
numbers and consequences of our political commitment
to bureaucratic expansion are relentless, and yet go
largely unnoticed.
In Washington there are many agencies,
departments, task forces, bureaus, ministries and
government service corps. Call them what we may —
they are fiefdoms. They exist for their own purposes and
rarely act in a combined way in the national interest. We
need only recall the non-sharing of information and the
bureaucratic resistance that marked the CIA/FBI efforts
re 9/11.
“. . . and life proceeds as the structure and
the culture of the bureaucracy demand.”
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These entities have no compelling reason to act as
complementary parts of government. They have their own
people, purposes and powers which assure their funding
so that, when a bureaucratic head is removed, another
takes its place, and life proceeds as the structure and
the culture of the bureaucracy demand.

wide swaths of territory in Iraq and Syria. Such speed
and decisiveness blur our politicians’ perceptions and
we are left to grapple with their self-serving claims,
posturing and lengthy responses that avoid the questions
asked.
Our “leaders” watch polls as much, if not more,
to determine their actions rather than to seek opinion
on their results. They want to lead without leading,
preferring a role in a coalition and the safety of a group.
They want reward without risk and have become spoiled
by our nation’s great wealth and the profligate ways in
which they can administer it.
“Leading from behind” is an oxymoron of our
time. It allows the leader who engages in it to claim
both positions — leader and follower — and the
protections they provide. Oxymorons propose what is
either contradictory or impossible.
In our nuclear armed, multi-media, 24/7 news
cycle risk circles the globe. Ever present, with no
room for error, it has altered the relationship between
politics and policy. Whereas the latter used to connote
a strong, patient, deliberative process, it is now often
expressed by a hurried or worried politician’s comment
on the day’s fast-breaking news reports. Any error, any
misinterpretation, any misstatement can be a threat to
policy.
We are winding down our second war in
Afghanistan, as we did in Iraq until the IS revealed its
presence and plans and we found ourselves back in
the familiar position of announcing we were sending
“advisors” to help the Iraqi forces.
So far we have set their number at 3,000, but it’s
likely, given the territory involved and the manpower,
mobility and armaments of IS, that another 6,000 will
be necessary. Or more? After twenty years of training
in Afghanistan and ten in Iraq, which received “roughly
$25 billion worth of American training and equipment” 4,
those countries’ military forces were unable to function
effectively on their own.
Now there are conflicting signs of both change
and rigidity. With regard to the latter, Turkey, with
the largest army in the region, refuses to commit
ground troops until the US does the same and the US, by
directing most of its air warfare against IS, has given
Syria’s Hassad at least a temporary “get out of jail free”
card. We should recall that, while the struggle in Syria
has been enlarged by numerous outside groups, it was
the resistance to Hassad, at least on the surface, that
attracted our interest and early efforts.
Those efforts have escalated to our daily, use of
air power against IS in both Syria and Iraq. This power
has been a threat which we have employed along with
ground forces; or without them when public opinion
favored a “no boots on the ground” policy.
As it becomes more evident that air power alone
will not be able to locate and destroy the many small
mobile groups that comprise the IS, the declarations
of “no boots on the ground” from our military and
civilian leaders in DC and Europe are being qualified and
modified by references to numbers, atrocities, refugees
and other constant circumstances of war. At the same

The answers to the title question for this series,
Who Are We; And Why Are We Not Who We Were?, can
be found in many places along the path of our country’s
social and political progress. In the course of our civic
development it has had to absorb the impact of wars,
assassinations, immigration, economic booms/crashes,
industrialization, taxation, slavery, superpower status
and those rare moments when we recognize how we have
allowed ourselves to become separated from our early
values and intentions.
Our history is riddled with false starts and
missteps which we must later correct; and in this we are
no different from any other nation that has chosen the
way of representative government.
But in twenty-first century America we find
something new — the massive size and reach of our
government apparatus which we have built up over the
last half-century by relentless transfusions of money,
power, debt and ambition so that we now face a crisis of
scale.
Scale, like technology, changes everything. It
is currently determined by the 537 elected members of
our executive and legislative branches of government.
They can view our national “pie” and decide who gets
what and, if they choose to enlarge it, they can do so by
ordering the printing (i.e. borrowing) of more money.
Scale has tipping points, limits, which are often
reached, and breached, without warning whereupon the
communal structure is penalized and enough public pain
is created to produce a change of political leadership
and, perhaps, even thought, although most likely we will
have to settle for another chorus of “Mistakes were
made! Never again!”
*

*

*

The size of our government bureaucracy is
excessive; its shape is bloated; its efforts are marked by
incompetence and are less effective than they should be.
We think the recent elections revealed a
healthy presence of voter rejection of the pattern of
incompetency and excess offered by Pres. Obama’s first
six years in office. It would be comforting to believe
that when the GOP takes over control in January of 2015
it will immediately embark upon a serious and searching
review of the DC bureaucracy and take whatever steps
are necessary to reduce staff, facilities and “project
creep” to more efficient levels.
Past experience does not favor this happening,
but Robert McDonald’s actions at the VA are a sign of
hope. The old mold has been broken and may even allow
for change throughout the system. If you are tempted to
make a bet, it should be a small one.

FOREIGN RELATIONS
The pace of Near Eastern (NE) politics has
quickened in the past quarter century. The Islamic State
(IS) was born in 2004 and ten years later had captured
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time there is a growing argument within our government
as to whether the level of our air power use should be
raised.
Americans like and expect prompt results. One
of the problems of our public perception of the war in
Vietnam was that every night on TV the images of the
Viet Cong moving along jungle paths in their pajama
suits and flat, straw hats rarely showed signs of
American progress. “No boots on the ground” is now
both a military and political policy that expresses voter
opinion that our seemingly endless involvement in NE
ground wars should either end or be limited to minimal
risk engagement.

CRUSADES AND COALITIONS
While coalitions have been an instrument of
foreign policy for centuries, they are less spontaneous
than they used to be. For instance, during the Crusades
in the 11th to 13th centuries, launched by Christians
in Europe to recapture the Holy Land from its Muslim
conquerors, noblemen voluntarily took up arms,
assembled their forces and left home for absences
measured in years.
In recent times coalitions have become more
difficult to put together. Pres. Bush I was very effective
in forming the coalition for the Kuwait war against
Saddam Hussein in 1990, but even with the Iraqi dictator’s
obvious and uncalled for aggression, Bush had to expend
considerable time and effort to assemble the support
that he needed.
We have had media reports of a coalition of
international community (IC) forces committed to war
against IS, but mostly no names have been given and,
when they have, there has been ambiguity about their
roles and form of engagement.
The US stalemate with Turkey is a delicate one.
Both countries have political/military interests in the
conflict — some shared, others not. Both can see that
their chances of success for securing these interests
would be improved by their use of ground forces, but
both must contend with domestic political considerations
that have so far prevented either from “going it alone”
and taking the first step.
Where, we may well ask, is the sense of
human outrage and common responsibility, shown so
spontaneously by Crusaders a thousand years ago,
that declares that rape, murder, torture, kidnapping
and execution of men, women and children, of soldiers
and civilians, for territorial, economic, religious or
political gain will not be tolerated by our 21st century
civilization, and that force will be met with greater,
overwhelming force?
In this circumstance the UN’s global membership
could speak with a powerful voice, but the UN’s political
power rarely leaves the delegates’ lounge; it is
expressed through committees, reports and suggestions
while its peace keeping missions, although well-intended,
are rarely strong enough to dominate the situations to
which they are assigned.
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Whether we choose to admit it or not, the
Muslim bloc in the UN wields enormous, and sometimes
decisive, power, and would almost certainly claim that
any concerted action against IS or any UN participation
would constitute an attack on Islam and denial of Muslim
human and religious rights.
The Crusaders knew intuitively, and from
ancestors having had to drive Muslims out of France and
Spain in the 8th century, that total victory was needed.
Even with it, Islam has managed to reproduce, regroup
and use violence to spread its message through Africa,
Europe and Asia.
Our reliance upon “process” in our time and
place represents a tectonic shift in mankind’s concept of
both social and legal justice. At the apex of our present
system sits the International Court of Justice (ICJ) at the
Hague to which captured political and military leaders,
when accused of mass crimes against humanity, direct
their appeals for release or clemency.
For those IS leaders who might be captured and
remanded to the ICJ for trial, it takes little imagination to
anticipate their possible defenses. The ICJ, consisting of
judges from different nations, is a slow and deliberative
body. Accordingly, its justice is not of the swift variety
promised by politicians. Some of the cases currently
before it are those that stem from the atrocities of the
religious struggles in the Balkans a quarter of a century
ago.
Historically, our civilization’s practice of
justice has focused on the determination of guilt and
the assignment of punishment, but in the last couple of
centuries in the west, at least, our process of justice
has expanded to allow wider consideration of age,
motivation, parenting, mental health, poverty, abuse,
social/emotional environment and other forces that are
encountered in varying ways on the path of development
from infancy to adulthood.
This constitutes an
awakening of human conscience in some ways, but it can
be appropriated and used in excess by special interests
to advance their self-serving agendas.
The IS will have none of this. Indeed, the
brutality it directs against men, women and children for
not sharing its beliefs is as wanton as that of the dark
ages of our past and elicits revulsion among members of
both the developed and the third worlds.
Given this common reaction, we might expect that
a coalition of ground forces might readily be formed
and dispatched to the NE to eradicate the IS. For it is
apparent that only by eliminating its presence will the
people it targets be set free from the fear, danger and
destruction that it imposes.
The Crusades of the 11th to 13th centuries
were successful coalitions in their formation and their
results. With all of our progress towards cooperative,
international government, no such coalition is possible
today for two powerful reasons.
The first is that the political leaders of the IC in
today’s difficult economic climate do not want to impose
a war on their populations — especially one that many
would view as religious. Political capital is considered
too difficult to earn, and has too many claims upon it, to
spend it on what is primarily a local, sectarian conflict.

in flexible forms that can be bent and fitted to the claims
of the participants whose loyalties are formed, exercised
and delivered by a behavioral DNA that is partly tribal
and partly religious. Where is the truth? In the NE,
perhaps only where it was last seen and recognized. And
even that can be fleeting.
Still, without even claiming truth, there are
some elements that exhibit such strong resistance to
resolution that they suggest permanence:
1) Air warfare is a powerful technique and can
reduce man’s works to rubble, but it can leave people’s
thoughts and customs intact in its wake.
2) To eradicate a belief system, as we did after
WWII in Germany and Japan, will require “boots on the
ground” during and after hostilities, and a justice
system more like Nuremburg then than the ICJ at the
Hague now. The use of the word “eradicate” may carry
with it in our time the whiff of genocide. This is not our
intention. Rather, we refer to the deep social, moral
and ethical cleansing that will be necessary for Islam
and the western world to expunge from their collective
conscience any toleration of IS’s message and methods.
3) An effective coalition should have strong and
widely recognized leadership qualifications. For some
very real domestic and foreign considerations the role
of coalition leader should not be automatically assigned
to the USA.

The NE is seen as having an excess of religions and their
problems can best be resolved by its residents.
The second reason is the continuing and rapid
growth of Muslim populations throughout Europe and
now commencing here and in Canada. There is no country
in Europe that has not had to deal with Muslim migration
of one kind or another, including Switzerland. Awash
with illegal immigrants who enjoy the EU’s declared
right of free transit across national borders, England
and France have become the most favored locations
for settlement because of their immigration policies
and their favorable laws concerning the treatment of
migrant arrivals.
In these two countries, whose cultures and
histories have dominated the European narrative
since Charlemagne, communities exist where their law,
language, economies, territories and religion are
Islamic — with no exceptions. Maintaining peace between
their inhabitants and the greater non-Muslim public is
not always easy, and sometimes impossible. When these
cauldrons boil over, a political error or issue is often
the cause and what results is urban anger and warfare
at its worst — murder, looting, arson and trashing of
whatever public or private property is at hand.
The balance between chaos and order required
for government to function is a delicate one in these
worsening circumstances, as militant Islam’s calls for
recognition grow louder and more frequent. In Europe
today this recognition is taking the form of political
representation and participation.
Any coalition to destroy the IS could have a broad
ripple effect across Islamic communities in Europe, and
especially so if the US is viewed as the coalition’s leader
or sponsor. We tend in periods of lesser action and
oratory to disregard the fact that many Muslims consider
Christians and Jews as their enemy, as the Great Satan.
Whether this view is held by 10% or 30%, or whatever
number, is not important. It is there and those who hold
it cite the Quran and Islamic history as its source.
Our past thinking has led us to view Islam as
primarily a religious force and issue, and certainly
the IS’s requirement that the people it conquers either
convert to Islam or be killed puts a terrifying emphasis
on religion.
But Islam is in the process of outgrowing its
religious characterization. It reaches into and roils our
world’s economic and political arguments. It also now
extends beyond the physical boundaries of nations and
regions that have previously contained it. Within Islam
there has never been a shortage of elements that view
its message as civilizational in scope and IS is certainly
one of them. The concept of Islam as an active, or even
potential, civilizational threat requires new lenses for
our 21st century western world. (Ed: more on this in our
next issue.)

“ . . . growing numbers that will be
felt in every corner of our planet and
every life form it sustains.”

SUMMING UP
In looking at the NE’s intense and historical
conflict between multiple parties, truth tends to be seen
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4) Today one out of every five people in the
world is Muslim. By mid-century this is expected to grow
to one out of every three.5 As a political, population,
economic and spiritual force, Islam can be expected to
exert continuing pressure on the West in coming years.
Muslim teaching and practice of high fertility families is
a factor now accompanied by growing numbers that will
be felt in every corner of our planet and every life form
it sustains.
A small Muslim family may have 4 or 5 offspring;
large ones can readily reach 10, 12 or more. And then
there’s always the next generation. There is no better,
nor terrifying, example of geometric progression
(exponential growth) than that of our human population.
5) Moderate Islam: Who and what is it? And
what role will it choose to play in any concerted effort
to remove the IS and bring about a peaceful co-existence
of enemies in the NE? These are not easy questions to
answer. There are long-standing sectarian antagonisms
throughout the region with the most visible and
frequently expressed example being the Shiite/Sunni
divide. Moving downscale from it, there are many others
that arise from sectarian origins but are also laced
with political, geographical and tribal controversies —
each type having to be defended by custom and, often,
“honor”.
For example, in the Northwest region of Pakistan
along its border with Afghanistan tribal relations

dominate. The Pashtouns’ law is tribal and recognizes the
authority of feuds and other customs that have existed
for generations. There are no police forces because
crime and punishment are dealt with by individuals or
families according to tribal concepts that focus on
honor and revenge. The latter are constants and they
drive tribal thought and action.
“Moderate Islam” can well be a euphemism used
to signify indirect, filtered opposition to IS — enough to
show some common cause with the IC, yet not enough to
be seen as a primary opponent by the IS. This is a delicate
balance to maintain while hostilities claim territory and
lives in Iraq and Syria. It is made even more so by the fact
that “moderate Islam” members or their related entities
have provided funding for equipment and services to be
used against IS.
Identity is not an open or simple matter in the
Islamic world (i.e., wearing of the burka by women; use
of dual names and prevalence of facial hair by men).
It can undergo clear or subtle shifts from changes in
perception or circumstance, as it has in the past three
years in Syria where an initial rebellion against the
Hassad regime has grown into both a civil and religious
war between multiple parties with more waiting on the
borders.
6) The Iraqi Military question — much of our
strategy in the fight against IS is based on Iraq’s army
serving as the primary fighting force to which we will
contribute money, equipment and advisors as we have in
the past. Iraq’s military leadership, however, is hostage
to the same Shiite/Sunni division that pervades all the
other areas and functions of Iraq’s government; and,
while we have installed a democratic process for it and
disguised its traditional levers of power, they still exist
and function beneath the surface.
This has been the reality of our NE military
presence for over a decade at a cost of many billions
of dollars. Corruption within the Iraqi military is a
fact, and the question that confronts our policy is “Can
this deeply entrenched abuse of power be eliminated
by our intervention and, if so, at what cost?” There is
little evidence to indicate that this question has been
instrumental in setting our recent military policy — and
even less that it will play a part in future challenges.
7) Mega-Scale: The Future of Oil.
The last
century of the world economy has been dominated by the
availability, development and marketing of petroleum
products and their many derivatives, such as chemicals,
textiles, plastics, fertilizers, adhesives, etc. Oil, in one
form or another, has become a staple in many aspects of
our lives.
But time and prices and resources are all
changing, as are our climate, water, air, population and
infrastructure. Today many voices from previously
unrecognized or unheard sources call for petroleum
to have a significantly diminished economic and
environmental presence in the century ahead. Without
assigning dates or amounts, this possibility seems a
reasonable assumption.
Our past “petroleum” century has altered life
in the NE far beyond what was even imaginable before
WWI. Through its oil, it has transformed the region’s

economy from poor and primitive to wealthy and advanced,
creating commerce, jobs, capital and political power in
the process. The question of how a lesser world role
for oil will play out in the NE cannot be answered now —
but it must be asked.
Even without specific answers, however, it
is assured that the future location and development
of hydrocarbon resources and their distribution,
transportation and marketing efforts will be as greatly
changed in the next century as they were in the last.
How much of the commerce, captial and real
estate in today’s world economy depends upon the
uninterrupted flow of oil from the NE? How many
supertankers, skyscrapers or corporations that mark
the earth’s surface have been financed by oil beneath it?
And how much debt remains and floats on oil?
Our future is comprised of wall-to-wall questions
to which we strive to provide answers. Here’s one more:
China has indicated that it anticipates using 98 million
barrels of oil per day by 2030, which is considerably
more than our present global use of 84 million6. “How
can this be?”
*

*

*

Within the space of 48 hours in mid-December
terrorist attacks with large losses of life and injuries
took place in Yemen, Pakistan and Australia. Most
shocking to our western conscience was the Pakistan
Taliban raid against a school in Peshawar with a death
toll of 148 young students.
The response by western leaders Obama and
Cameron and the UN’s Ban-Kimoon was one of shared
outrage wrapped in a scolding. There was verbal
condemnation, but no call for action. Some of their
phraseology was from the same repetitious lexicon from
which we hear other familiar comments such as “Mistakes
Were Made” and “Never Again”.
The Australian hostage takings and murders,
along with previous security operations, dispelled the
common conception there that the Australian continent
was impervious to terrorist penetration.
In another game changer, Sony Films’ scheduled
opening of The Interview, which relates an assassination
attempt on North Korea’s Kim Jong Un, has brought forth
threats that its distributors and exhibiting theatres will
become targets. The FBI has identified N. Korea as the
source of these threats and Pres. Obama has promised
relatiation. It will be interesting to see what form is
chosen.
This is the age in which we live. In many ways
it is of our own creation. It should be clear that it
requires some form of unified action by the West, not
the scattered, individual comments of local leaders
primarily concerned with politics at home.
*
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*

*

There are many other near term foreign
relations confrontations, major and minor, which beg

for our participation in a leadership role. For some,
their moment is brief as they enter, transit and then
exit the stage of international concern. Others linger,
or even endure, in spite of our and others’ best efforts
to resolve them; or, failing that, to rob them of their
military and/or media momentum by immobilizing them
in a status quo at least grudgingly acceptable to all
parties.
We cite two that seriously challenge our world’s
diplomatic skills with each, for entirely different
reasons, having the potential to render a judgment of
FAILURE on our postwar attempts to establish a firm and
responsive structure for international order.

and diplomatic error. In view of Putin’s current claims
to Czarist grandiosity, reminiscent of Hitler’s invocation
of German’s Teutonic ancestry, it’s a film that should be
rerun.
“ . . . it exists only in the distorted
interior spaces of damaged and alienated lives.”
But there is another motivation in their
backgrounds that these two aggressors share. It is
resentment of the way they both were treated by the
homeland power structures of their youth. Both were
products of poverty and economic and political struggle
in unsettled postwar periods; and they have used their
power in the forms of public spectaculars, military
parades, speeches, international forums, uniforms,
athletic events to display their new status, etc. After
all these “peaceful” methods, aggression became the
next, logical step on the path of settling old scores and
being seen in a better light. This path is not a public one;
it exists only in the distorted interior spaces of damaged
and alienated lives.
The other possible negative result of how the
Ukraine situation has played out is that it casts real doubt
on the value of our, or other nations’, signed agreements
other than treaties. The Budapest Memorandum was not
on the minor level of a tariff agreement or cultural
exchange program. It was a security agreement signed
by four nuclear active governments by which one
voluntarily surrendered its weapon capability to the
other three in return for their protection.
Their betrayal of Ukraine is not pretty and casts
doubt on the value of agreements and diplomacy around
the world. Additionally, there is a moral element to
the protection we and the UK promised that is so far
unfulfilled. How will we be able to honor it in accord
with our assurances? Under today’s circumstances?
After bite three?

UKRAINE
The key to this truly tragic situation lies in the
1994 Budapest Memorandum on Security Assurances
agreed to by Russia, the UK and the US. This pact which
was part of our ongoing efforts to prevent nuclear
proliferation, required that Ukraine (which then
possessed the world’s third largest nuclear potential)
dismantle its nuclear weapons apparatus in return
for which its co-signers would guarantee Ukrainian
security.7
This protection was unequivocal, stipulating that
the signatories “respect Ukraine’s independence and
sovereignty and the existing borders”; “refrain from the
threat or use of force against the territorial integrity
or political independence of Ukraine”; and “refrain from
economic coercion”.8 In defense of its violation of all of
these guarantees in both Ukraine and Crimea, Russia has
claimed that the Budapest Memorandum lacked the status
of an official treaty.
In this matter it seems clear that Russia has
gained its military, economic and political objectives;
Ukraine has lost territorial and political sovereignty;
and the US and UK, by acquiescing to both, will be viewed
as having set an example of less trust and honor than
called for by their signatures.
For those of us who clearly recall Hitler’s
step-by-step successful absorption of the Sudetenland,
Austria and Czechoslovakia before meeting any resistance
by England and France, Putin’s tactics and statements
have an all too familiar feel to them, as do our and the
UK’s responses.
At this writing, it seems there will be two very
negative consequences of our response. Crimea was
Putin’s first bite of the apple and Ukraine his second.
The question that all of Europe and NATO must answer
is whether their reaction has been sufficient to deter
another “bite”.
The EU is a recent construct and none of
its leaders can recall how Nazi power, politics and
diplomacy were imposed on Germany’s neighbors in the
late 1930’s. Putin’s argument on behalf of Russians in
eastern Ukraine is identical to that of Hitler’s claiming
to act on behalf of Germans in the Sudetenland. He was
the key history maker on the world scene between the
two wars. It was a raw history and it reveals wide human

IRAN
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Iran, like Russia, is ruled by a leader driven by
memories of his state’s former glory and determined to
regain it. There is, of course, one defining difference
between secular Russia’s Putin and Muslim Iran’s
Ayatollah Khameini. Putin’s base and course to power
have been political; Khameini’s are religious. But in both
cases, in spite of contrary pretenses when they can be
useful, their power is absolute, or as near to absolute
as is necessary to accomplish their purposes.
Russia is an early member of the Nuclear
Weapons Club which Iran has been attempting to join
since the Pahlevi Shah was deposed in 1979 and the
present Ayatollah’s predecessor was recalled from
exile in France.
The Nuclear Weapons Club does not seek new
members, but, rather, through non-proliferation
agreements has sought to discourage them. Today
it consists of the five permanent members of the UN
Security Council (US, UK, France, Russia, China), India

and Pakistan. In addition, it is generally acknowledged
without confirmation that Israel and South Africa are
members and that North Korea and Iran are attempting
to meet the qualifications required of having functional
weapons with a delivery capability.
Iran has been under review by the IAEA
(International Atomic Energy Agency) and in discussion
with the US and other western powers regarding its
nuclear progress and intentions for close to a quarter of
a century. This process has been considerably less than
productive, often one step forward and two steps back,
in which Iran has made extensive use in its negotiations
of a practice called “tekiyah”9 which includes stalling,
misleading conversations and other techniques designed
to disguise its true intentions.
Last November a “final” deadline for an
agreement to limit Iran’s nuclear weapons development
was again extended for another seven months, as have
many previous discussions.
Commercial/financial
sanctions are in place and are having a notable effect
on the Iranian economy, but they are most likely to slow
rather than end Iran’s weapons program.
The problem for the US, Israel, the NE and the
West is that the passage of time favors Iran’s position,
as it draws closer to having a workable nuclear weapon.
Once this occurs, it can be used directly against Israel,
as Iran has threatened to do, or as either a bargaining
chip or form of blackmail against neighbors or the
wider international community. Possession will provide
numerous options.
Iran’s shiite government’s enmity for Israel
knows no bounds and it has vowed to eliminate its Jewish
neighbor. It has no better opinion of the US, but as yet
has not promised our destruction.
Looking to a future in which Iran will possess
nuclear weapons there are three highly probable
consequences:
1) It would attack Israel and activate nuclear
warfare which has been held in check for two generations.
2) It would establish use of the nuclear threat
in international relations.
3) It would pose the strong risk of its nuclear
arms becoming available by sale or theft to other violent
groups or states.
All the world’s nations have a vital interest in
preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons, but
it only takes one, often with dreams of ancient glory
regained, to deny the common interest.
Israel has indicated it will take independent
action against Iran if the pact in progress drags out
to the point where nuclear capability is imminent and
imperils Israel’s existence. Such an act would also
put nuclear war back “in play” and could bring about
regional hostilities based on sectarian, tribal and
political identities and from which no nation could be
spared. The potential for chaos in the UN, in political
structures around the world and in the global financial
and oil markets is high.
Iran is a situation so explosive that it can probably
only be dealt with by a coalition of external interests or
a failure of its internal system and structure. Neither
one now offers encouragement to the observer.

WHAT’S TO COME?
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This past December, Defense Secretary Chuck
Hagel announced his resignation after less than two
years in the job. After the customary, compliment-filled
White House announcement, speculation surfaced that
Hagel’s exit was the result of differing opinions over
the conduct/strategy of the war against IS.
This is not surprising considering what we face,
as immediately following the Hagel announcement the
new Iraqi government revealed that 50,000 names on its
army payroll were false and that payments to them had
been appropriated and shared by officers. Of course,
the payments made by the US for arms, clothing, training
and equipment were also based on numbers that included
these phantom forces.
This is a degree and kind of corruption that we
cannot imagine in our western military services, but it
was known and protected in Iraq’s NE political culture.
Pres. Obama appears to be caught in a tug-ofwar between wanting to be seen as the peacemaker he
promised to be and having to deal with the economic,
political and humanitarian consequences of IS’s sudden
appearance and success. Committing our air power has
been a necessary first step, but it is generally conceded
by even our military leaders that air power by itself
cannot do the “down and dirty” work on the ground that
will be required to eradicate IS.
And looking back at the last few months we cannot
avoid acknowledging the most serious and challenging
misjudgments of the IC’s engagement in the NE. We, and
our allies, treated the Syrian war, even as it grew in
its reach and intensity, as a mostly static “red vs. blue
forces” exercise.
Our second corollary error was to believe that
at some time and in some way the “moderate” Islamic
nations would be so offended and endangered by IS that
they would see it in their own interest to unite and do
away with it.
By year’s end it was evident that the numbers of
converts to IS and its specific form of jihad were growing
rapidly and coming from many parts of the world,
including the US and Europe. The message delivered
by these now thousands of IS recruits to interviewing
journalists trashes all our western humanitarian
values, as young men defend their executions, rapes
and torture as justifiable ways for them to deal with
“sinners”. Murder and torture by divine order — it has
a long and familiar sound to it.
But it is not just recent numbers of these converts,
nor their ferocity, that should alarm us; rather it is how
widely and quickly the jihadist beliefs have spread and
how deeply they have become imbedded in young minds
and hearts far beyond the Syrian/Iraqi battleground.
Enabled by the success of online recruiting techniques,
IS is rendering useless many historical protections
offered by time, distance, geography, borders, etc.
Whereas, Pres. Obama initially described
America’s role in the NE as “to degrade and destroy”
the IS military capability, it is now clear that the IS
interpretation of Islam and its place in the NE and the

wider world must also be eliminated.
This is no easy task and it cannot be accomplished
by any one country. In a Paul Revere-like role we should
be preparing the observers in Europe and the sideline
sitters around Syria that the time is coming when a
concerted response will be their only effective defense.
Information in our cyber age assaults us in a
never ending stream. Some is clearly false and some well
documented. In between there is a category for which
original sources are not available but subject matter
is sufficiently important to command our attention. The
map below is one of these:

of war and conquest. Given its size and strategic value,
nothing short of a determined coalition would provide
an adequate response.
Looking at this map is a powerful experience and
it takes some time to fully comprehend what it suggests
for the future — what life in the areas shown and
beyond them will be like if the IS five year plan succeeds.
But once we have engaged that possibility, others, even
more disturbing, take shape. What will Is’s share of the
world’s territory, resources and population be in ten
years ? Or twenty ?
There are two other key areas that for various
reasons will require our attention in the 21st century.
Each is passing through a different aspect of the
economic cycle and both will challenge the world’s
ability to meet the demands of their populations and
politics. Their histories are long and complex and well
beyond our ability to deal with in our limited space, but
we have chosen a couple of elements from their pasts
that may be helpful in our understanding of them in the
future. These entities are Africa and China.

AFRICA
Africa is composed of about 40 countries and is
our world’s largest continent with 11.5 million square
miles and 20% of the earth’s surface. It is, and has
been over its history, home to multiple tribes, cultures,
religions, languages, foreign traders and colonial
occupiers all of which have had to survive the rigors
of Africa’s mostly equatorial climate from Bizerte
(Tunisia) to Cape Town.
To provide a sense of scale of Africa’s size,
the combined physical areas of mainland China (PRC),
Europe, the USA, India, Turkey and Japan can fit within
its borders.10
There is another kind of diversity in Africa that
extends back beyond the earliest records of human
existence. It is geographic diversity determined by
natural forces over many millions of years which have
resulted in radiating zones of land marked by six basic
types of cover — dense forest, savanna, bush, desert,
Mediterranean vegetation and irrigated crops. Their
center from which they radiate lies on the Equator
where the west African coast makes a 90° turn east and
then again south and away from the continent’s northern
mass.11
The dense forest is caused by the release of
moisture as clouds move in from the Atlantic and each
succeeding zone of ground cover is marked by less
moisture until it is exhausted and desert results.
As life evolved and formed its earliest
communities in Africa, it is inevitable that the distinctive
ecologies above gave rise to and were reflected in the
populations they supported. Moreover, as distances
were great and transportation was limited to foot travel
by land or canoes by river, primitive people stayed in
areas in which they were comfortable. This bond between

It is identified as showing IS’s five year projected
territorial expansion and as having come from the
Breitbart news blog. There is no indication of where
or how it was obtained by Breitbart, and it came to
our notice in the Summer 2014 members newsletter of
Securing American Identities.
The increase in IS territorial control shown
here is ambitious, but not exaggerated beyond all
possibility. And yet, close inspection reveals the massive
and political changes that it would bring about.
If achieved, this IS plan would extend Islam to
its furthest, former northern European presence in
Spain and the Balkans; to all of northern Africa from
the Mediterranean coast south almost to the Equator; to
approximately 80% of the Indian sub-continent; and to
significant parts of southern Russia and western China.
It would also put under IS control most of the
world’s oil production and the marine routes necessary
to transport it. And with the closing of Gibraltar, the
Bosporus and the Suez Canal access to the Mediterranean
world could only be gained by IS permission. The economic
consequences would be severe and global.
Changes such as these would rearrange diplomatic
and political initiatives and redefine alliances and feuds
of long standing. As IS’s methods are not peaceful ones,
the whole area would be subject to a rolling program
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the land’s vegetation and its occupants over the latter’s
evolution suggests that it may well have been the origin
of Africa’s extraordinarily strong and long standing
tribal status and customs.
Tribal life and ways were transmitted from one
generation to the next with almost DNA-like precision,
providing identity, justice, authority, protection and a
workable social framework. It is no wonder that they are
not easily relinquished as Africa is pushed, sometimes at
gun point, into our modern world that dates from the
West’s Great Age of Exploration.
The tenacity with which the many African
tribes clung to their cultures and laws during their
evolutionary progress had an isolating effect which
was mostly tempered by wars over food, water, land or
ancient grievances that had become “hard-wired “ into
tribal codes of behavior or attitude.
Here Braudel (see note 11) again provides a
relevant comment. Referring to “black”, sub-Saharan
Africa, as distinguished from its Mediterranean coastal
region in the north, he states: “This relative isolation
explains the important gaps which were scarcely filled,
if at all, before the arrival of the Europeans and the
establishment of their colonies. The wheel, for example,
was unknown; so were the plough and the use of packanimals; so was writing except in Ethiopia ... and the
countries of the Sudan and the East Coast.”12 He goes
on to note that where writing did occur in these areas it
had been introduced by Islamic expansion.
Geography has been the most enduring
determinant of history and one of its most accurate
predictors. It should be a compulsory course in the
college curriculum and available by choice at the
graduate level in mixed majors such as economics,
history, sociology, environmental studies, agriculture,
geology, etc., but it is not. Unfortunately, in our market
and media driven culture dominated by sex and money,
academia tends to view it in an ancient, glamorless, 19th
century light. Too bad; it has a wealth of knowledge to
reveal.

Marxist methods and principles that have been employed
by world Communism for over a century.
Economically, China has become a major force in
the world and, if its home grown predictions bear out,
will surpass the US as the world’s largest economy. It
holds more of our external debt that any other entity
and probably the world’s largest gold reserves, but, in
spite of its tight central controls, is not immune to the
kinds of cyclical “bubbles” that plague freer capitalist
economies of the west. And, if we put our ears to the
ground, as our native American tribes did, rumbles of
approaching danger can be heard.
In its physical size, it co-occupies with Russia
the vast Asian continent, although its area is by far the
smaller of the two. But it is the size of its population, at
over 2 billion, that has provided the dominant force for
its domestic and foreign policy directions in the past,
and will continue to do so in the future.
As China and the world both enter a new
era in which domestic politics will have to give real
consideration to “issues without borders” such as air/
water pollution, water/food shortages, climate change,
resource depletion and rising populations that exceed
the land’s “carrying capacities”, China will be required
to become more globalcentric.
This will most likely prove to be a more difficult
process for China than for other countries which
brings us to the singularly most important fact about
its internal nature and its external outlook. Its history
is unique among nations and can, as much as anything
can, reveal China’s character and policies to the world
beyond its borders.
Some historians have divided the world prior to
2000 BC into these populations: Mediterranean, Alpine,
Semitic, ProtoNordic and Mongolian. By 2000, cultural,
territorial and other records broke these down further
into eight groups/societies13: Aegeans, Egyptians,
Hittites, Amorites, Iranians, Indians, Huns and Chinese.
John B. Sparks’ unique Histomap shows China at
that time as “a distinct small empire divided into nine
provinces under the autocratic rule of one emperor”.14
In the intervening 4000 years numerous powers,
governments, nations, dynasties have been formed,
expanded, conquered, absorbed, etc. in the process of
the accumulating and accelerating heredity that we call
history.
Only China has survived this process in
a distinctive form similar to its original status.
Dynasties, invasions, rebellions, revolutions and other
transformative events intervened and collided from time
to time but the concept of China as a distinct people and
place endured, and gained substance in the process.
And for centuries, not only was China able to
maintain its identity, but it also embraced wholeheartedly
the belief that its identity was superior to all others.
To support this concept it developed both a form of
government and an attitude towards it that proved to be
unusually stable.
Dynasties led by the emperor conducted royal
functions and remained in place until some crisis or
other serious circumstance mandated replacement which

CHINA
The topic of China, like that of Africa, is far too
vast and complex for us to cover, but, again like Africa,
there are a few basic facts that should be recognized to
understand its place in our world today and its role in
our future.
The first is its size whether measured politically,
economically, by area or by its population. Politically,
less than two generations have passed since Mao inflicted
the horrors of The Cultural Revolution upon the Chinese
people.
China today remains committed to its recently
embraced Communist model of government. It has
softened a bit economically around the edges by
allowing a tightly controlled measure of capitalism, but
in the important internal areas of how power is defined
and exercised there is little or no deviation from the
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generally came from a pool of available noblemen,
descendents or other leaders. The business of running
the government was under the direction of Mandarins
who were highly educated in matters of law, finance,
architecture, engineering, etc. They constituted a
separate, elegant and elevated class that was both
powerful and respected. While in the pursuit of
their duties these Mandarins could often accumulate
considerable wealth, their status was rooted in their
intellect, learning, education, judgment and dedication.
With one branch of government assigned the
functions of management and the other those of ruling,
a successful structure of two very separate parts
resulted. This structure reinforced the tendency of
the Chinese people over time to view their personal and
national identity as being distinct from and above the
political fray.
Dynasties, revolution, grinding poverty, and even
Communism — come what may — the real China of honor,
culture, land, language and myth possessed a magical
DNA that would endure.
“The difference is one of scale, and in matters
of population scale is the difference
between life or death.”
The most difficult problem now facing China is its
population growth. In 1952 China was home to 572
million; by 1984 it had passed a billion; and it is now
over 2 billion. The present Communist period will
probably turn out to be another passing one in China’s
extraordinary journey, and its leaders must deal with
population numbers never experienced before by any
civilization on our planet. They have an educated and
efficient bureaucracy at their disposal, but so did the
Mandarins. The difference is one of scale, and in matters
of population scale is the difference between life or
death.
_____________________

EPILOGUE
Politics: In early December the last mid-term
senatorial election was decided by a run-off vote in
Louisiana in which Rep. Bill Cassidy handily defeated
Democratic incumbent Mary Landrieu, the last remaining
Democratic senator from a southern state.
The
Democratic “solid South” bloc was a major force in
Congress from the post-Civil War reconstruction period
to our changing demographics of last century’s ‘50s and
‘60s. Today, it is a thing of the past.
In LA the Democrats have only about 30% of the
white vote — not enough to deliver electoral victories.
They hope to attract new members of Latinos, Chinese
and other minorities to replace black voters that have
left the state. This is a slow process, long on hope and
with no guarantee of success. In the present (GOP)
“solid south” the words are the same, but the message is
different.
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The old days of political spheres of influence
mostly carved out by commerce, colonialism and conquest
worked fairly well, each major country having a sphere
roughly commensurate with its wealth and power and its
energy dedicated to maintaining them.
Today spheres of influence have given way to
three major powers competing to be sole superpower,
a title now claimed by the US. In this Humpty-Dumpty
scenario, Russia and China pretty much act as they wish
—- unburdened by UN resolutions or coalitions which
we court for propriety’s sake.
A superpower that cannot take strong, prompt and
independent action is not a superpower. And coalitions
of states that reserve the right to declare under what
circumstances they will participate and which weapons
or forces they will provide do not work. Pres. Bush
II and Obama have tried to conduct military operations
in the NE with one eye on that region and the other on
elections at home. This will never produce sound policy.
We have commented here on several areas from
which we can expect foreign relations crises in the
years ahead. Presently we have a reluctant president
attempting to lead reluctant allies, a combination which
is unlikely to produce a successful outcome. Europe is
eager to give us the sole superpower’s leadership role
(with the emphasis on “sole”), but now, after thirty
years of war in the NE, we are not as eager as we once
were to have it. The man in the White House may regard
Superpower USA and see “legacy” writ large, but the
American tax payer knows he/she will foot the bill.
Legacy does not play on Main Street the way it does in
the Oval Office.
Superpower status and leadership is an uneven
game and is bound to produce disagreement, even among
our allies where being a team member is often valued
more than being superpower. For instance, there’s NATO
to which we and our European allies belong and which
may be required by Russia’s behavior to come up with a
unified response.
Even with NATO’s formal treaty obligations, it’s
possible reaction to further Russian provocations are
not clear. NATO was formed during the Cold War as a
mutual defense treaty to deter Russian aggression in
eastern Europe. Now, after decades of speeches, photoops, conferences, money spent, military exercises and
expanded membership, when Russia has mounted takeovers in Crimea and eastern Ukraine, NATO has announced
that it will develop a rapid response force in the year
ahead.
It would seem that, faced with a no-doubt breach
of international law and Ukraine’s sovereignty, a multimember defense organization should have been able to
show some sign of a meaningful deterrent. It can, and
probably will, be argued that NATO’s members wanted to
give sanctions a chance to work before taking any action,
but sanctions do not preclude other forms of action.
NATO’s failure or reluctance or tardiness — however
it is viewed — was not due to any lack of opportunity,
resources or cause, but rather to a lack of will and an
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extraordinary misreading of Putin’s intentions and the
extent to which he is willing to go to achieve them.
In the future what plays out in Ukraine may
force NATO’s members and the rest of the IC to view it
in a different light and expect more from it. How will
America fit its dual role of superpower and NATO member
to such a development?
The greater part of Russia’s land mass is east
of the Ural Mountains in Asiatic Russia, and Russia’s
rulers for centuries have had to try to balance the many
differences between it and the more European Russia
that lies west of the Urals. Putin appears to be writing
another chapter in this ancient tug-of-war and is willing
to use his vast resources and power to act as arbiter.
This conflict extends far back beyond both the
present Communist regime and the centuries under
Czarist rule, and our policy should keep this in mind.
For now, our sanctions, combined with the steep drop
in the world oil price, is giving Putin second thoughts.
NATO, however, should not hide behind these economic
penalties, but should announce and apply military
measures consistent with its role as defender of Europe
which at this time does not require use of combat forces.
Our European allies have been as reluctant as
we have to make their policy clear. There would be much
to be gained by crafting a joint announcement, but such
an effort would be accompanied by domestic political
pressures. Such a conflict of interests between foreign
policy and domestic politics is a historical one with
which we will have to contend in our view of the future.
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